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Ready Mix Construction Machinery Private Limited

RMX is a growing Manufacturer
and Exporter of reliable support equipments
for Cement and Concrete Industry...
Structurally designed Silos and high performance Belt Conveyors for RMC Plants is our
specialty; our expertise in this domain runs wide and deep. We also make a range of other
quality equipment including Silo Feeding Systems, Concrete Conveying Systems.
We also trade in WAM make Screw Conveyors and Silo Accessories.
Our custom designed, precision engineered
products help you in –
• Maximizing the efficiency of your plant
• Optimizing operational cost
• Ensuring excellent ROI for your project
Quality is the bedrock of our business and innovation
is an integral part of our work ethos. With our studybased approach, we offer customized, best-in-class
solutions that enable to operate your plant
economically.
Scope of Work
We offer end-to-end services, including technical
assistance for selection of equipment, site layouting,
competitive pricing, foundation marking, optimized
deliveries, safe transportation, supervision of
erection and service backup till the life of equipment
under the brand name RMX.
RMX– a snapshot
?
Team of qualified, experienced engineers
?
In-house Centre for Excellence (Design &

Engineering)
?
Convenience of one-stop solutions
?
State-of-the-art fabrication facility (Pune & Nagpur)
?
Wide customer footprint in India – over 500

How RMX gives you
the competitive edge Site Audit
By making a detailed study of the site topography
and mapping these observations with your needs,
we suggest you the optimal design that results in
consistently cost-efficient plant operation.
Best turnaround time
Leveraging our rich domain expertise and applying
the latest technology in design and engineering, we
ensure the best turnaround time.
Lesser labour dependency
Higher level of automation leads to lesser labour
dependency, resulting in lower operating costs.
Eco friendly systems
With our focus on 'responsible engineering', we
design and manufacture equipment that will have
minimal environmental impact.
Health-centric design
The health and wellness of your operating staff is
paramount to you; which is why we design systems
that result in better, safer working conditions.

installations
?
Growing presence in the global market
?
Unmatched service backup
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RMX Product Range

RMX focused to understand
customer needs and expectations...

Key highlights
RMX has supplied 400 ton capacity silo for
bulk filling application at Dubai.
RMX has supplied 350 ton per day capacity
bulk filling station in Mumbai.
Project execution for jumbo station of 25000
tons per month is in process.

Welded Silos with twin outlet

Bulk Filling Station

TURNKEY AND PROJECT BASE
SOLUTIONS
RMX offers complete turn-key solutions from design,
manufacturing, logistic, civil work, erection and
testing for following projectsHigh Capacity bulk filling stationsElevated type vertical storage silo arrangement
suitable for capacity up-to 600 tons per day.

Horizontal Silo

SILOS FOR
CONCRETE BATCHING PLANTS
Silo fabrication and quality is always a concern for
ready mix manufacturers. RMX provides complete
solution to your silo requirements. Quality steel,
assured plate thickness, sandblasting and epoxy
paint improves life of the silos. This saves your time
and fabrication inputs required at site during
erection and installation.
Precast Mounted
Vertical Silo

Bolted Silo

Welded Vertical Silo
The wide product range for silos accommodate the
various capacities from 35 tons to 250 ton capacity to
serve the various combination requirement of
industry.
Horizontal Silo
In mobile application to avoid foundation cost at
every shifting, RMX supplied horizontal silos up to
125 ton capacity
Precast Mounted Vertical Silo
For frequent short duration projects, RMX
recommend precast mounted vertical silos up-to 70
ton capacity. Silo and precast can be easily shifted to
next site.
Bolted Silo
RMX is specialist in supplying container compatible
bolted Silo from 50 to 200 ton capacity.

Low Capacity Bulk Filling StationsPit mounted hopper for storage and screw conveyor
arrangement suitable for capacity up-to 250 tons per
day.
Mobile Bulk Filling StationsTrolley mounted hopper storage arrangement with
built in genset suitable up-to 200 per day capacity.
Powder Material Storage and Handling SystemsVast range of pneumatics and screw type conveying
systems can cater various customized requirement
in powder material handling.
Customized project base solutions for precast and
other industriesAAC Block Industry
Fibre Cement Roofing Sheet Industry
Precast Slab and Wall Industry
Fly Ash Classification Industry

RMX Product Range

RMX believes in providing a solution
and not only a product...

Radial Arm Conveyor

AGGREGATE
FEEDING BELT CONVEYORS

AUTOMATED CONCRETE
DISTRIBUTION & CONVEYING SYSTEMS

The major products include various types of
aggregate feeding systems for batching plants of
different design and manufacturers.

A concrete distribution & conveying system is a
crucial requirement to utilize a concrete batching
plant to its maximum extent.

Aggregate feeder with rotary chute arrangement for
compartment batcher, radial conveyors and shuttle
conveyors for in-line type aggregate storage bins are
some of them.

A properly designed system can feed the concrete
to various concrete applications like paver block
unit, concrete pipe production, RMC supply and fly
ash brick making machine from a single production
unit.

Quality and branded bought out items like, motors,
gearboxes and rubber belts are the key to hassle free
operations of the products. Pre-designed and bolted
structures enable faster erection and dismantling of
the system. Choice of different inclinations and belt
widths offers various models suitable from 30m3 to
160m3 capacity batching plants.

Radial Arm Conveyor with Pit Mounted Hopper

Swivel Chute Conveyor

Shuttle Conveyor

If the plant capacity is sufficient to cater to the
various application this distribution & conveying
system seems to be the best to utilize the plant to
its full extent.
RMX has provided many systems to utilize a single
plant for multiple of concrete application.

RMX Product Range

RMX cutomer service is not a department,
It's an attitude.

Inclined Screw Feeding System

SILO
FEEDING SYSTEMS

AUTOMATED
BRICK AND BLOCK PLANTS

One of our best selling products includes the various
silo feeding systems for concrete batching plants.

RMX is trading in high standard bricks and blocks
making machines having a wide range capacity from
5,000 to 60,000 pieces per shift .

Bulker Unloading Pneumatic System We offer pneumatic conveying systems for cement
bulker unloading. The twin lube, high volume-low
pressure blower makes it easy to unload the bulkers
within an hour. Reduces the dependability on the
availability of compressor mounted bulkers.
Bag Feeding System We offer various types of Bag Feeding Systems
having capacity 20 to 40 TPH. These systems can be
selected on duration of project, total concrete in
project, type of cement bag, site layout and power
availability.
- Vertical Screw Feeding System
- Inclined Screw Feeding System
- Screw Pump
- Jumbo Bag Feeding System

Jumbo bag feeding system

Screw Pump

Bulker unloading system

Vertical Screw feeding system

We also provide solutions for automation of existing
brick plants to optimize the capacity by supplying
customized aggregate weigh batcher, silos, cement
fly ash, batching systems etc. To enhance production
these automation can help to operate two or three
production lines from single batching and mixing
unit.

RMX Product Range

RMX Business Mantra is
to create customer who creates customers...

STRAIN GAGE TYPE
SILO WEIGH SYSTEMS

SCREW CONVEYORS AND
SILO ACCESSORIES

Strain Gage Weight Systems attach or bolt on to the
supporting structure of the Silo. They are cost
effective systems for providing 1% to 3% of mass
accuracy. They give years of maintenance-free
service once they are installed and calibrated.

RMX supplies WAM make Screw Conveyors and Silo Accessories for dust free
operations of silos. The following key accessories are suggested for smooth silo
operations.

It provides an ideal solution for non-intrusive level
measurements for materials that are subject to
uneven buildup, bridging, or sidewall collection.
Also, liquids or wetted materials that are not suited
for direct contact level measurement are an ideal
application for these weighing systems. The unique
design makes it an excellent solution for retrofitting
existing structures without compromise of the
integrity of the vessel or structure.

Screw Conveyors
Screw Conveyors are available in wide range for various powders like cement, fly
ash, micro sillica, GGBS, lime and slag. The capacity range covers from 6m3 /hour to
100m3/hour.

Pressure Relief Valve
VCP Pressure Relief Valves are the last resort when abnormal pressure conditions
endanger the silo structure. That is why sudden excess or suction pressure inside
the silo must be dealt with instantaneously.

Silo Bottom Butterfly Valve
VFS Butterfly Valves consist of two high pressure, die cast semi-bodies
manufactured from aluminium alloy, a swivel disc in SINT polymer composite or
cast iron and a pre-stressed elastomeric seal.

Silo Aeration System
Vibrating Bin Aerator types VB, VBE, VBI and VBM combine product aeration under
operating pressure reaching 6 bar (87 PSI) with an additional slight vibration on
the silo wall. Due to its design, damage of the silo is impossible even with abrasive
materials.

Silo Venting Filters
Cylindrical shaped dust collector separates the dust from air through POLYPLEAT
filter elements. Specially designed for cement, SILOTOP can be used for all dry and
non-sticky dust.

